Specialized in Heavy Equipment
Why should you hire MEVAS?
...because we do nothing else than heavy equipment
inspections every day. Certainly there are other companies
available. But with more than 500 inspected machines each
year we are proud to be the major player in this area in
Europe. See here a list of our valued customers.

Construction Machine Inspectors
All our engineers have many years of experience. Most of
them have a background as mechanics with a Caterpillar-,
Komatsu-, or Crane distributor. Some of our inspectors still
repair machines and trucks.

Cranes & Fork Lift Inspections
A few inspectors in our network have been trained to
perform safety and quality inspections for cranes. Checking
out an LMB or measuring the swing bearing of a crane is a
procedure the technicians are used to do.

Specializing in CAT & Volvo
We are specialized in Caterpillar and Volvo equipment. In
most areas we can offer qualified inspections including
reading of internal machine computers. We can gain access to the so called ECM and store a
CAT-PSR or a Volvo-Matris.

TÜV approved engineers
Some of our engineers are approved and certified by TÜV Germany for machine safety
inspections.

Special Equipment Inspections
We have some experience is special equipment. Some inspections have been done in the past
on forestry equipment and blast hole rock drills for quarry and mining. We provide some
sample reports here.

MEVAS History and Background

In 2006 Wolfgang Bühn, at this time Used Equipment Manager with Zeppelin-CAT
recognised that the industry needed a trustworthy and truly independent inspection and
evaluation service and with this in mind he founded his company MEVAS. He now offers to
customers from all over the World independent machinery inspections and evaluation’s, and
what started as a one man business in 2006 has continued to grow into what is now probably
the largest appraisal company in Europe. Last year alone Mevas inspected over 500 machines
for end users, traders and finance companies. MEVAS currently has11 independent inspectors
operating in many countries throughout Europe. In December 2010 another inspector based in
Dubai joined the Mevas team to give full coverage for the Middle East along with another in
St.Petersburg to cover part of Russia. More info about business policy and our ethics you can
read here.

